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California Journeys provides students with rich language activities that are  
cognitively and linguistically demanding, rapidly accelerating students’  
language proficiency across all three modes of communication—
collaborative, interpretive, productive.

Emerging, Expanding, and Bridging 
instructional activities build proficiency in the 

critical areas of academic language; spelling; listening 
and reading comprehension; and writing.

STREAM TO START™ videos kick  
start the unit with high-interest videos 
related to the unit topic

ONLINE TOOLS engage students in meaning making, recording spoken 
responses, highlighting text, and taking notes. Point-of-use questions 
prompt students to draw conclusions supported by evidence in the text. 

COLLABORATIVE DISCUSSIONS help 
students negotiate ideas, explain, describe, 
inform, justify, and persuade each other 
while staying within the context of the facts 
and ideas of the text. 

Language Support CardJellies 
Lesson 10

jellyfish

Jellies
Lesson 10

SHARE OBJECTIVES

•	Say	and	use	high-utility	words	
and	Academic	English	terms

•	Use	words	and	phrases	to	
describe	ocean	creatures

•	Use	sentences	with	because to	
discuss	facts	and	opinions

HIgH-UTIlITy WORdS

•	=	Spanish cognate

bump:	hit	or	knock	against	
something

float:	to	rest	on	or	close	to	the	
surface	of	the	water	• flotar

protect:	to	keep	safe	• proteger

slimy:	slippery	or	wet	to	the	touch	

sting:	to	cause	pain	with	tentacles	
or	stingers	

Tier 1 Word: jellyfish

After	using	this	card,	continue	with	
the	remainder	of	Day	1	instruction	in	
Unit	2	Teacher Edition, pp.	E42–E43.

Build Background
AcTivATe Prior KnoWledge Ask	What kinds of 
creatures live in the ocean? Explain	throughout	the	
week	that	you	will	be	discussing	ocean	creatures.

FronTloAd HigH-UTiliTy Words Display	the	high-
utility	words.	Read	them	aloud	and	have	children	
repeat.	Share	the	child-friendly	explanations.

•	Introduce	the	labeled	item	as	you	display	the	front	
of	the	card.	A jellyfish is a creature that lives in the 
ocean. Jellies have a mouth to eat food. They do 
not have arms or legs. They have long tentacles like 
these to catch food and sting enemies. How are 
jellyfish like us?	(They	have	mouths	to	eat.)

•	Some jellyfish float near the surface of the ocean. 
They can float close to the shore, where we swim 
and play in the water. Have you ever felt a jellyfish 
bump into you? Was it slippery and slimy?	(Possible	
answer:	Yes,	I	felt	a	jellyfish.	It	was	very	slimy!)

•	Jellyfish have tentacles to keep other creatures from 
eating them. How do tentacles protect jellyfish?	
(Tentacles	can	sting	anything	that	gets	close	to	the	
jellyfish.)

TAlK iT over Engage	children	in	a	discussion	about	
ocean	creatures. What do you know about jellyfish? 
What do jellyfish look like? How do they live in the 
water?	Guide	children	to	complete	a	word	web	like	
the	one	below.

Jellyfish

sting to  
protect

soft  
and slimy

float in  
the water

have  
tentacles and 

a mouth

•	Use	sentence	frames	such	as	the	following	to	
support	discussion:

1.	 Jellyfish	sting	to	 protect 	themselves.

2.	 Just	like	us,	jellyfish	have	a	 mouth .

•	Display	the	completed	word	web	as	a	reference	
throughout	the	week.

Teach Academic English
TeAcH senTences WiTH because Display	Jellies.	
This week we will read a selection called Jellies. While 
we read, we will point out sentences about jellyfish 
that we can prove are true. 

•	Write	Jellyfish cannot think because they do not 
have brains.	Explain	that	this	sentence	is	a	fact	
because	it	can	be	proven	to	be	true.	Then	point	out	
the	word	because. Say	Because is a word that tells 
the reason for something. A reason can be a fact or 
an opinion. They	do	not	have	brains is a fact because 
it can be proven true. 

•	Write	He does not like jellyfish because they are 
gross. Underline	because.	Point	out	that	because 
they are gross	is	the	reason	he	does	not	like	jellyfish.	
Explain	that	this	reason	is	an	opinion.	You	cannot	
prove	that	something	is	gross.	

Function:	Discuss	Facts	and	Opinions

Form Examples

Sentences	with	
because

He	does	not	like	
jellyfish because they	

are	gross.

Jellyfish	cannot	think 
because they	do	not	

have	brains.

•	Display	these	sentence	frames	and	help	children	
complete	them	orally:

1.	 Jellyfish	cannot	choose	where	to	go	 because 	
they	do	not	have	brains.	

2.	 I	do	not	like	to	touch	jellyfish	 because 	they	
are	slimy.

3.	 She	does	not	like	the	book	 because 	it	is	
boring.

•	Have	children	identify	facts	and	opinions	in	the	
frames.	Then	have	them	write	sentences	using	
because	that	give	facts	and	opinions.

ACAdEmIC EnglISH RUBRIC

Refer	to	this	rubric	throughout	
the	week	as	you	evaluate	
children’s	use	of	Academic	
English:

Beginning
Children	give	brief	answers	using	
because.	Children	can	state	a	
fact	or	an	opinion	when	they	see	
a	picture,	for	example,	Jellyfish 
float.

low intermediate
Children	can	use	because	to	
complete	sentence	frames	that	
identify	facts	and	opinions,	for	
example,	Jellyfish don’t get mad	
_____	they have no brains.

High intermediate
Children	can	construct	sentences	
that	identify	facts	and	opinions,	
given	prompts	or	models,	for	
example,	Why don’t jellyfish 
worry about things?	

Proficient
Children	can	write	and	say	
sentences	that	identify	facts	and	
opinions	from	a	selection,	with	
fewer	prompts.

WORk WITH IdIOmS

Explain	and	discuss	the	meanings	
of	the	following	idioms:

to bump into someone:	to	see	
someone	you	didn’t	expect	to	see

wash up:	when	something	is	
moved	by	water	onto	land

Language Support Card 

Photo	credit:	©	Sisse	Brimberg/National	
Geographic/Getty	Images.

Grade 2, Unit 2

LANGUAGE SUPPORT CARDS  preteach 
concepts, build background vocabulary, and 
promote oral and academic language to help 
students connect with the core content.



Explicit vocabulary and language instruction support students as they expand 
their vocabulary base and improve accuracy and effectiveness in  communication.

ENGLISH/SPANISH GLOSSARY at point-of-use in the 
Student Edition helps students tackle unknown words.

DIGITAL VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT CARDS 
deepen vocabulary knowledge by engaging 
students with the photograph, context sentence, 
and definition for each word.

day 2COllabORaTE

At a Glance - Day 2
ObjECTivEs
•	Acquire and use vocabulary

•	Offer opinions to collaborate 
with peers

•	Condense ideas

MaTERials
Model Conversation 3.18

Passage from A Tree Is Growing 
(Student Book, pages 96–100)

Vocabulary Card 3.18

Blank Vocabulary Network

sTaNdaRds FOCus
Offering opinions

Reading/viewing closely

Selecting language resources

Condensing ideas

 vOCabulaRy NETWORk
Words About Trees
absorb, dormant, decay, scatter

vocabulaRy netwoRk

Use the Vocabulary Network below to help students expand their 
understanding of the vocabulary words in Lesson 18. This network 
shows the relationships among the vocabulary words, related forms, 
synonyms, antonyms, phrases, common collocations, alternate 
meanings, and cognates.

absorb heatsponge

absorb information 

absorber

absorb liquid

absorbent

take up

replace

drink 

absorb into

absorb

alert

lively

sleephibernation

awake

active

dormant

inactive

resting

dormancy

asleep

dormido (Spanish)

goes dormant

scatter

assembleseparate

scattered scattering

strewdisperse

scattered to the wind

improve

social decay

decaimiento (Spanish)

rot

teeth (cavities)

decompose

leaves

decay

tooth decay

Vocabulary Network

example synonym

antonym

phrase

collocation cognate (language)

alternate meaning
KEY

related form

Words About Trees
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VOCABULARY 
NETWORK 
activities build and 
expand students’ 
word knowledge.

Vocabulary Network
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Language Workshop (Designated ELD)
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Evaluators Click Here
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